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Abstract: We propose an extension of classical scheduling models in order to tackle resource assignment
constraints. It is based on the interaction of rules dedicated to the propagation of time constraints for
scheduling problems on the one hand, and the simplification of resource assignment on the other hand. We
present a polynomial approximation algorithm to limit the decision space in terms of resource alternatives
and time. It is evaluated on classical scheduling instances in which resource flexibility has been introduced.
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1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem under study consists of a set of N  tasks to be performed by a set of K  renewable resources.
Pre-emption is not allowed. For the sake of simplicity, a task is supposed to be performed by a single
resource (mono-resource). Resources can be disjunctive (process only one task at a time) or cumulative
(may process several tasks simultaneously). To each task is associated a set of resources that are able to
process it and the task duration may depend on the resource on which it is assigned to.
A task i  is characterized by its starting time ist , its finishing time ift , and the set of allocated resources

iA ; processing times are associated to each alternative of this set.

Thus to take account of resource allocation while focusing on time, the scheduling and allocation problem is

modeled by a set of decision variables { }V = st , ft  i Ti i ∈ . Using both starting and finishing time variables

allows the consideration of not-fixed durations for unsolved assignment problems. We model all binary
temporal constraints in the standard form (by adding in V  an origin time variable denoted by x0 ):

ijij a   x- x ≥ , where x ,x Vi j ∈  and ija  is a parameter with a positive, negative or null value.

We consider the following constraints:

Limit times constraints: the starting time (resp. finishing time) of a task i T∈  is included between an
earliest time esti  (resp. eft i ) and a latest time lsti  (resp. lft i ): (st - x est ) (x - st -lst )i 0 i 0 i i≥ ∧ ≥  (resp.

(ft - x eft ) (x - ft -lft )i 0 i 0 i i≥ ∧ ≥ ).

General precedence constraints: It includes the classical precedence relations (e.g., routing).
For instance: a task j cannot be performed before the previous task i is finished: 0ftst ij ≥− .

It also concerns the basic irreducible temporal relations as those described by Allen (overlaps, meets,
starts, …).

Resource-dependent duration constraints: The description of a task leads to alternatives on the resource
on which it is assigned to; to each alternative is associated a duration bounded by a minimal value and a

maximal value. A task i  can be processed on resources in iA  with duration included in ]P,[p k
i

k
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into account the additional non-conjunctive set of temporal constraints (temporal constraints linked by ∨ ):
bst-ftaft-st iiii ≥∨−≥ .

For instance, let consider a task i  which can be processed either on resource 1m  with duration [2,4]  or on

resource 2m  with duration [7,10]  ( ]4,7[  is a hole in the set of permitted intervals). This can be modeled by

the following temporal constraints: 10)ft-(st2)st-ft( iiii −≥∧≥  ∧  ( 4ft-st ii −≥  ∨  7st-ft ii ≥ ).

Resource sharing constraints: Resource allocation and task scheduling problems are linked together by
resource sharing constraints, due to the limited availability of each resource. Here we consider resource
sharing constraints only between tasks allocated to a given resource. We denote by aT  the set of assigned

tasks: 1}=AT/ {i=T ia ∈ . The resource sharing constraints can be modeled via the concept of critical set

of conflicting tasks [2][4].
Definition. A set kE  is a critical set of conflicting tasks aTi ∈  for a resource Kk ∈ , if
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where kQ  is the capacity of resource k and k
iq  ( k

k
i Qq ≤ ) states for the intensity demanded from a

task i  to be completed on the resource k .
As kE  is minimal, it is necessary and sufficient to sequence two tasks within the critical set to solve a

conflict. Note that to each critical set kE  corresponds a non-conjunctive set of temporal constrains

representing the possibility for sequencing the conflicting tasks of kE .

In disjunctive problems, like job-shops or flow-shops, the capacity of a resource Kk ∈  is 1=Qk , and for

a task i , 1=q k
i , iAk ∈∀ . Every critical set consists of only two tasks and the search for conflicting tasks

is quite simple as it consists in enumerating couples of tasks sharing the same resource.
For instance, consider three allocated tasks {i, j, l} sharing the same resource k  simultaneously. There are
three critical sets for resource k : { }i, j , { }i,l , { }j,l  they are represented by three non-conjunctive sets of

temporal constraints (with two constraints in each non-conjunctive set):
( 0ft-st0ft-st jiij ≥∨≥ ) ∧ ( 0ft-st0ft-st liil ≥∨≥ ) ∧ ( 0ft-st0ft-st ljjl ≥∨≥ ).

In cumulative problems, the search for critical sets requires an exponential complexity (partitioning
problem). For solving such a conflict it is necessary and sufficient to sequence two tasks within each critical
set. In the general case, the search for critical sets requires an exponential complexity. However in a
practical way, giving initial time windows which weakly overlap each other greatly reduces this complexity.
With such a formalism, we are able to model disjunctive problems, and cumulative problems as well.
However, to limit the size of the model and to perform as efficiently as possible the constraint propagation
rules, we only consider disjunctive problems in the sequel.

2. MODELING

Our model is at the intersection of studies in scheduling theory [8] and Temporal Constraint Satisfaction
Problems [3][1], especially for the modeling of the resource-dependent duration constraints.
The problems where all the constraints have to be simultaneously satisfied are called conjunctive problems.
They correspond to Simple Temporal Problems. Such problems arise for time location problems which are
not subject to resource constraints. When some constraints are described by a logical disjunction of
constraints, the problem is said to be non-conjunctive.
Hence, the set of constraints can be written: ncc CC=C ∧  where cC  is the conjunctive set of temporal

constraints and ncC  is the set of non-conjunctive sets of temporal constraints.

Let now detail the expression of each of these sets:
- ij
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d
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The resource-dependent duration constraints and the resource sharing constraints lead to non-conjunctive
sets of constraints. For resource-dependent duration constraints when some intervals are pairwise disjoint to
each hole is associated a non-conjunctive set with two binary constraints. For resource sharing constraints
in the disjunctive case, there are only two temporal constraints in each non-conjunctive set. Then, each non-

conjunctive set d
ncC  can be written: lmij

d
nc cc=C ∨  with ijc  and lmc  two binary constraints. The number

of non-conjunctive sets d  is bounded by the maximum number of critical sets plus the maximum number of
holes, that is 1)/2-K.N.(N  + 1)-N.(K .

3. CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION ALGORITHM

We propose an algorithm for characterizing the feasible schedules and the feasible resource assignments.
This algorithm is based on several propagation rules. Each rule is concerned with the removal of
inconsistencies.

R1. Propagation on the conjunctive set of constraints cC  by achieving 3-consistency (e.g., Floyd and

Warshall’s all-pairs-longest-path algorithm).

R2. Simplification of the set of non-conjunctive sets of constraints ncC  compared with cC  (removal of

inconsistent constraints, removal of redundant non-conjunctive set) [5].

These two rules are devoted to scheduling or assignment problems. They are based on the constraints
modeling only. In the case of assignment problems, theses two rules correspond to algorithm "Upper-Lower
Tightening" proposed in [9].

R3. Simplification of resource sharing constraints for yet assigned tasks using energetic adjustments [6].
This rule is dedicated to the disjunctive scheduling problem. It is based on the analysis of sets of tasks
competing for the same resource to be performed.

R4. Simplification of the resource assignment constraints by interpretation of temporal deductions due to
R1 and R2. This rule is dedicated to the assignment problem. In fact, deductions on feasible durations have
been made by rules R1 and R2; Rule R4 expresses these deductions in terms of resource assignment.
For instance, let consider a task i which can be processed either on resource 1m  with duration [2,4]  or on

resource 2m  with duration [7,10] . If the deduced duration (by applying R1) is [6,9]  then by applying R2

on the non conjunctive set ( 4ft-st ii −≥ ∨ 7st-ft ii ≥ ), the constraint 4ft-st ii −≥  is inconsistent. Rule

R4 then removes the assignment 1m  for task i and update the feasible duration for task i on resource 2m :

[7,9] .

R5. Propagation of resource assignment constraints by removing not feasible alternatives from not yet
assigned tasks. For each assigned task on a given resource k, the rule considers each of not yet assigned
tasks for which alternatives include resource k. It checks the consistency of the assignment of the task to
resource k by applying R3. If the assignment is inconsistent, k is removed from the set of alternatives for the
task.
For instance, let consider a task i which can be processed either on resource 1m  or on resource 2m , and a

task j which must be processed on resource 1m . If the assignment 1m  for the task i is inconsistent by

applying R3 then it removed from iA .

Rules R4 and R5 only consider the resource assignment constraints. In these rules, when a task is assigned,
one searches for new resource sharing constraints.

In our constraint propagation algorithm, rules from R1 to R5 are iteratively applied until no more deduction
appear or an inconsistency is detected. For the control of the algorithm, an important feature is that rule R1,
of time complexity in O(|V|3), is too much time consuming in comparison with other rules. Therefore a good
strategy will restart R1 as less as possible. From our experiments the best strategy follows the skeleton:



loop
R1
loop

R2
R3
R4
R5

until no more deduction or inconsistency
until no more deduction or inconsistency

Our constraint propagation algorithm is sound but not complete; it is able to classify a problem as
inconsistent but cannot prove its consistency. As a result, it is referred as an approximation algorithm.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments concern classical Job-Shops in which we modify the instances to introduce an alternative
resource on which the operation can also be performed, and Hybrid Flow-Shops (HFS) which consist of a
number of stages in series with a number of machines in parallel at each stage. For each instance, the
previous algorithm is embedded in a more general procedure that aims to compute a lower bound on the
makespan. The procedure starts with a scheduling horizon H  initially given by a trivial lower bound on the
makespan (e.g., the greatest sum of the minimum durations of the job operations for each resource). At this
step, if the constraint propagation does not detect an inconsistency this bound is stored as the best lower
bound found and the procedure stops. If the instance is proved to be infeasible by the constraint propagation
algorithm the procedure is repeated increasing H . If not, we repeat the procedure lowering H . The
procedure stops with the minimum value for H  such that the instance is not proved to be infeasible.

H � Initial Value
loop

Constraint Propagation
if an inconsistency is detected then

increase H
else

if H = Initial Value then
exit

else
decrease H

end if
end if

until H is minimum

The current experiments give some results for the lower bound on the makespan and for the set of feasible
decision. We present here some results for HFS. Each HFS problem is characterized by a number of stages,
a number of feasible resources for each stage, and a number of jobs. We only consider HFS instances for
which there are different durations at each stage. The following HFS can be found at
http://192.54.142.54/~grangeon. with the best lower bound given in column "LB1".

size LB1 LB2 Hmin CPU time Hmin

ro1 # stages: 2 (1,2)
# jobs: 8

34 11 34 0.44 sec

ro2 # stages: 2 (2,1)
# jobs: 50

2791 146 2791 34.47 sec

ro3 # stages: 3 (3,2,3)
# jobs: 15

211 161 175 9.06 sec

ro6 # stages: 5 (1,1,2,2,6)
# jobs: 50

2489 2489 2489 115.72 sec



Column "LB2" provides the lower bound of the makespan by assigning each task to the resource with
minimal duration (the initial value for H); Column "Hmin" gives the minimum scheduling horizon for which
our algorithm cannot deduce an inconsistency; Column "iter Hmin" gives the number of loops made to find
the minimal value of H; Column "CPU time Hmin" gives the CPU time obtained to apply the constraint
propagation algorithm on the problem with the scheduling horizon Hmin.
Moreover, we apply our algorithm on classical Job-Shop problems (Fisher and Thompson's instances) in
which we modify the instances so as to introduce an alternative resource. To each task i we have the
duration ip , we introduce two alternatives : the first one with the duration in ]2p ,[p ii  and the second one

with duration included in ]6p ,[4p ii .

size LB2 Hmin CPU time Hmin

ft02 # jobs: 6
# op/job: 2

15 45 0.06 sec

ft52 # jobs: 5
# op/job: 2

15 32 0.06 sec

ft06 # jobs: 6
# op/job: 6

47 67 2.93 sec

ft10 # jobs: 10
# op/job: 10

655 910 65.94 sec

However, to compare our approach with other works, we need to extend our model to tackle problems
referred as JSSPRSA in [7] in which a task need several resources simultaneously to be performed (multi-
resource problem) and there are some alternatives for resources.

The evaluation of our approach cannot be restricted to the computing of the lower bound on the makespan
for which dedicated methods outperform our procedure. We also need to consider the tightening of the
feasible decision space by constraint propagation by the percentage of not detected inconsistencies.
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